'Hit her on the back of the head': Disgraced soldiers' violent sexual fantasies
are revealed in sordid text messages
Violent sexual fantasies of disgraced former soldiers have been revealed in texts
Two women who joined First Battalion Royal Australian Regiment were targeted
Messages reveal soldiers joked about sexually assaulting women and 'bashing'
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The violent sexual fantasies of disgraced former soldiers have been revealed, after seven of them
were sacked from the army due to inappropriate behaviour towards women.
Two women who joined the First Battalion Royal Australian Regiment were the subject of latenight messages after the unit began accepting females in combat roles.
Text and Facebook messages obtained by the Australian reveal the soldiers' fascination with
sexual violence, including jokes about assaulting women during sex and recording interactions
without their consent.
'When you... smack the back of her head so it comes out her nose... when she looks up she
should look like an angry dragon!' one soldier said in a message.
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'Red dragon mate that's where it's at, it's like an angry dragon except you punch her in the nose at
the end so there is blood mixed in... from her nostrils.'
A whistleblower provided details of the messages to military investigators in 2017, saying he
was concerned for the safety of the woman who was being discussed.
In one case, a private was drinking with a female soldier at a bar in Townsville, Queensland, and
was messaging other soldiers.
The private jokes to his fellow unit members about a domestic violence incident, where a woman
with a name similar to the woman he is drinking with was attacked.
'I should bash her?' the private said.
His friend replied to the message by sending two videos of himself discussing rape, according to
the whistleblower.
Other messages in the exchange include suggesting a sexual encounter should be filmed.
'Should record it tbh (to be honest). She's keen as (f**k),' one of the messages reads.
'For the boys!!! F**k her on the bar,' another reads.
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In a different message thread, some of the same soldiers discussed a video of a woman
promoting female Israeli soldiers.
'I think I just caught brain herpes listening to that dumb bitch,' a solider said in a message.
The Defence Department confirmed the soldiers' sacking but declined to provide further details
due to privacy.
Australian Defence Association boss Neil James said the remarks were 'disgusting', 'cowardly
and unprofessional'.
'The experience overseas shows there will always be some resistance from dinosaurs to females
but there is a need to be quite firm at the start and retain a critical mass of females,' he said.
'My understanding is that because of the action taken, none of the women has quit and that is
important for the success of the project over a long period of time.'
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